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Many of our intellectual activities (for example, information
 
selections or decision makings)in the daily life are like a series of
 
trial and error. Those are processes of information manipulations
 
with subjective, sensitive or vague nature. The Internet environ-
ment that keeps on highly developing is a database space which is
 
growing up every day, and now we are depending on this environ-
ment. In such an environment, an intelligent database system is
 
eagerly expected to support information manipulating processes
 
which are our intellectual activities described above. Therefore we
 
propose an intelligent database system called SODAS (Soft Database
 
System). SODAS is a compound database system consisting of a
 
hierarchical structure of Soft Data Manager and Hard Data Man-
ager. The former is equivalent to a conventional database manage-
ment system,while the latter is responsible for the data handlings
 
based on the vagueness depending on a user view. In this article,we
 
describe our design concept of SODAS at first,and then discuss about
 
the system architecture of SODAS,including the database model,the
 
query language, the meta data management, and so on. We hope
 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WHERE TAGE IS OLD
 


























































































































WHERE TPOST IS ‘Professor’
AND TAGE IS MIDDLE PR 2
 














































































































































































































































































































































Soft DBMSは，Soft Query Controller，Soft
 
Query Analyzer，Soft Query Optimizer，
Soft Query Evaluator，Soft Meta Data
 
























Hard DBMSと Soft DBMSからなる．主要
な機能は下記の通りである．
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② Soft Query Analyzer
 









れらの変換は Soft Meta Data Managerと
連携して行う．
③ Soft Query Optimizer
 
Soft Query Analyzerの分析結果である問
合 せ 要 求 の 内 部 表 現?QS：｛｛SQ1S｝
｛HQ2S｝｝>を受け取り，Soft Query Optim-










④ Soft Query Evaluator
 
Soft Query Optimizerから受理した最適










の結果 R を Soft Query Controllerおよび
Interface Managerを介して，処理要求元で
あるユーザまたはAPsに転送される．
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